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ABSTRACT
Microservices have become the de-facto software architecture for
cloud-native applications. A contentious architectural decision in
microservices is to compose them using choreography or orchestra-
tion. In choreography, every service works independently, whereas,
in orchestration, there is a controller that coordinates service in-
teractions. This paper makes a case for orchestration. The promise
of microservices is that each microservice can be independently
developed, deployed, tested, upgraded, and scaled. This makes them
suitable for systems running on cloud infrastructures. However,
microservice-based systems become complicated due to the complex
interactions of various services, concurrent events, failing compo-
nents, developers’ lack of global view, and configurations of the
environment. This makes maintaining and debugging such systems
very challenging. We hypothesize that orchestrated services are eas-
ier to debug and to test this we ported the largest publicly available
microservices’ benchmark TrainTicket [24], which is implemented
using choreography, to a fault-oblivious stateful workflow frame-
work Temporal [19]. We report our experience in porting the code
from traditional choreographed microservice architecture to one
orchestrated by Temporal and present our initial findings of time to
debug the 22 bugs present in the benchmark. Our findings suggest
that an effort towards making a transition to orchestrated approach
is worthwhile, making the ported code easier to debug.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Service-orientedapplicationsare increasinglybecomingcloud-native
and are built as a collection of small, independent, and loosely cou-
pled microservices [8, 11]. Large web companies such as Tencent,
Uber, Netflix, and Airbnb are increasingly building their core busi-
ness systems using microservice architecture [24]. The promise of
microservices is that each microservice can be independently de-
veloped, deployed, tested, upgraded, and scaled. This makes them
suitable for systems running on cloud infrastructures. However,
these benefits come at a cost and microservice-based systems be-
come complicated due to complex interactions of various services,
events happening concurrently, components failing, developers’ lack
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of global view, and configurations of the environment. This complex-
ity and dynamism of microservice systems pose unique challenges
for systemdevelopers andmakes themhard to implement and debug.

Choreography is traditionally the more prevalent way of organiz-
ing microservices [9]. It follows the event-driven paradigm in which
every service works independently. There are no hard dependencies
between themicroservices and theyare loosely coupledonly through
shared events. Each service listens for the events that it is interested
in, and is fully responsible to react to these events and perform its
operations or business logic independently. This involves dealing
with all types of failures. Frameworks such as SpringBoot [20]makes
it easy to create stand-alone microservices by embedding servelet
capabilities, REST client capability, database integration, and exter-
nalized configuration in a standalone Spring application. Containers
such as Docker [6] make it easy to configure and deploy these ap-
plications. Organization and management of such services include
discovery and load management which is enabled by frameworks
such as Kubernetes [13].

Microservices are arranged together to implement workflows,
which are repeatable patterns of activity that naturally arise from
the systematic organization of resources and information. This hap-
pens organically in choreography and no one entity is responsible
for end-to-end monitoring of system or business workflow. This
makes implementing business logic easier but failure recovery logic
becomes much more complicated. To ensure availability in case of
infrastructure outages in the cloud, a microservice must guard itself
against failures of its dependencies [12].

In contrast, a workflow enginemakes it easier to explicitly orches-
tratemicroservices bymanaging low-level distributed programming
issues and enables the microservice to focus on implementing the
business logic. Historically, distributed workflow engines have been
implemented to execute complex, computationally intensive, and
repetitive tasks such as gene sequencing in bio-informatics [14].
However, these earlier workflow engines were very domain-specific,
non-resilient, andnon-programmable.Anexampleofaprogrammable
distributed framework is MapReduce [5], as it provided a program-
mingmodel that enableddata analysts towrite distributed taskswith-
out having to deal with low-level distributed programming details.
However, MapReduce is not an engine in the sense that it does not
control and manage the life-cycle of workflow and is non-resilient.
Temporal [19] is a workflow engine for microservices that manages
the workflow life cycle and also provides a fault-oblivious stateful
workflow programming model to orchestrate microservices. While
various systems such as Netflix Conductor [17], Uber Cadence [22],
Apache Airflow [1] also provide microservice orchestration capabil-
ities, our criterion for opting to use Temporal was for the following
reasons 1) ease of use as a result of workflow definition in plain code
rather than a complex Domain-Specific Language 2) framework
support for debugging.
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Using Temporal workflow engine, programmers write their code
in a familiar language while the platform orchestrates the tasks and
makes the application resilient to all failures. This means any state
within the workflow is durable and frees up the developer to focus
on the business logic of the application rather than spend most of
the time building resilience. Code written for Temporal needs to
adhere to certain constraints, for example, a purely random vari-
able within part of the code that needs to re-execute, can break
stateful-workflow assumptions: executions must be idempotent and
deterministic. These are semantic errors that will break part of the
code which otherwise will normally be considered valid. We imple-
mented a simple linter 1 to deal with such issues and our experience
in porting code from original microservices bugs benchmark to
temporal framework was fairly smooth.

We make the following contributions: a)We port the largest pub-
licly available microservice benchmark to a fault-oblivious stateful
workflow engine and report our experience; b)We experimentally
evaluate debugging of 22 bugs present in the TrainTicket benchmark
using debugging process supported by Temporal; c)We compare
our results with experimental results on original benchmarks and
present our observations and insights to provoke further research.
The experiments are released as an open-source project 2 and can
be replicated with a simple set-up.

2 TRANSITIONING TOTEMPORAL
Moving to the Temporal framework requires a paradigm shift to
writing code in comparison to the traditional methods of developing
microservice systems. While it hides the complexity of handling
various edge cases resulting in a resilient and fault-tolerant system,
transitioning to Temporal framework-based system requires some
refactoring. The framework requires the separation of business logic
from control logic. Subsequently, at a high level, every business
process is accomplished through orchestrating aworkflow. All the
interaction between microservices must be managed by Tempo-
ral. Any non-deterministic action that is prone to failure must be
wrapped by an activity. These activities and workflows are finally
registered with aworker which is responsible for picking these tasks
from a queue within Temporal, and finally executing these tasks. To
better understand the idea of how to transition from a traditional
interaction between several microservices to Temporal, we illus-
trate mapping one such interaction in the benchmark system and
employ a similar strategy to map all the business processes within
TrainTicket toworkflows and activities.

2.1 Background: Benchmark System
To systematically study how Temporal constructs; workflows, ac-
tivities and workers, map to a realistic microservice system, we port
TrainTicket [24] to Temporal. This system provides typical train
ticket booking functionalities such as purchase, cancellation, and
changing by making use of over 30 fine-grained microservices writ-
ten in multiple languages including Java, NodeJS, Python, and Go.
In addition to that, TrainTicket incorporates 22 fault cases collected
from an extensive industrial survey in order to serve as a benchmark
system formicroservices-based research.We deploy this benchmark

1https://github.com/arise-ndsu/temporalint
2https://arise-ndsu.github.io/trainticketworkflows
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Figure 1: original cancelTicket process within TrainTicket
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Figure 2: cancelTicket workflow after porting to Temporal

system along with the Temporal server on a machine with a 20GB
available memory, in the form of Docker containers. After mapping
the benchmark system, we study the role of Temporal in 1) assisting
the system cope up with and recover from these faults 2) enabling
debugging practices towards fault localization and debugging.

2.2 Original Process
One of the business processes in the benchmark system allows users
to cancel any purchased tickets. This process involves two major
events 1) refunding the user 2) changing the status of the order to
cancelled. The holistic view of the services involved in this business
process is illustrated in Figure 1. When a user requests the cancel-
lation of an existing ticket, the cancel-service is invoked. The
cancel-service then invokes inside-payment-service in order to
refund the purchase amount back to the user. The same inside-
payment-service then tells order-service to set the status of the
order to cancelling, and refunds the money back to the user. Finally,
the cancel-service itself calls the order-service again to mark
the order as cancelled.

2.3 Process Expressed in the TemporalWay
From a Temporal view point, the previously discussed business pro-
cess can be systematically mapped into a cancelTicketWorkflow.
Any subsequent calls to any microservice required during the pro-
cess of cancelling a ticket, must originate fromwithin the activities
construct of Temporal. Therefore, we mapped the above call hier-
archy to the following: 1) upon a cancel request, the controller trig-
gers a cancelTicketworkflow 2) the cancelTicketworkflowfirst
invokes setOrderCancellingActivitywhich invokes the order-
service to set the status to cancelling 3) the cancelTicketWork-
flow then invokes drawBackMoneyActivitywhich internally uses
the inside-payment-service to process the refund 4) the can-
celTicket workflow finally calls setOrderCancelledActivity
which invokes the order-service and sets the status of the order
to cancelled.

Temporal system is event-driven in nature. Although we dis-
cussed the execution of our workflow as it was executing directly

https://github.com/arise-ndsu/temporalint
https://arise-ndsu.github.io/trainticketworkflows
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Figure 3: Stack trace of faulty cancelTicket workflow on Temporal
Web UI
with the request, however, in reality, a request only registers an
event into the Temporal queue. This event is then picked up by a
Temporal worker and executed within the worker process. Hence,
the worker construct serves as the baseline task distribution mech-
anism within Temporal. Therefore, we register all of our functional
entities including the cancelTicketworkflow, and all the activities
with a CancellationWorker. Figure 2 illustrates the cancelTicket
process mapped into Temporal constructs.

3 DEBUGGING FAULTS IN TEMPORAL
To illustrate the debuggingprocesswithinTemporal,we consider the
same workflow that we discussed in the previous section and follow
a similar strategy for the rest of the faults. We use the benchmark
system with a fault injected within the cancelTicketworkflow. To
inject this fault case, TrainTicket slightlymodifies the system to lack
strict sequence control and simulate network congestion while in-
voking the inside-payment-service for the refund functionality
andorder-service to set theorder status tocancelled.With a sim-
ulated network congestion, the refund through inside-payment-
service gets triggered after the order-service has already set the
status to cancelled, due to which inside-payment-service fails to
further proceed with the request. After mapping the same workflow
within, we invoke the drawBackMoneyActivity and setOrderCan-
celledActivity asynchronously to replicate the scenario within
the cancelTicketworkflow. We highlight the steps that were in-
volved in debugging this fault within the Temporal ecosystem, in
the context of a formal debugging model [15].

• Problem Space Construction: The problem space construction
was a perception development step in the debugging process
and involved developing an initial understanding of the fault.
We observe that for the fault under consideration, Temporal
Web UI [21] produces a stack trace, as well as a visual trace
graph, illustrated inFigure 3 andFigure 4, respectively.Wecol-
lect andobserve these logs and traces to develop a preliminary
understanding of the fault.

• Identification of Fault Symptoms: This step involved setting up
an environment to reproduce the fault. Since Temporalmakes
business processes explicit in terms of aworkflow,we quickly
identified the microservices involved in the workflow. More-
over, this straightforwardness of the workflow also helped
us speed up the environment setup by enabling us to create
a minimalist version of the environment to include only the
services participating in theworkflow.After the setup,we exe-
cute the fault case to evaluate the systemoutputs and compare
themwith the expected outputs to identify discrepancies.

• Fault Diagnosis: In this step, we use our knowledge gained
in the prior steps to hypothesize the location of the fault.

Figure 4:Visual trace of faulty cancelTicketworkflowonTemporal
Web UI

Through thorough analysis using the debugging function-
ality on Temporal Web UI, we identify the root cause and
the precise location of the fault. With the help of the holistic
trace view of the workflow on Temporal from its invocation
to where it incurred the fault, we reached the exact location
within the cancelTicketworkflowwhich triggered the fault.
Analyzing the visual trace in Figure 4, we observe that se-
tOrderCancelledActivity completes prior to drawBack-
MoneyActivitywhich breaks the intended expectations.

• Solution Generation and Verification: The final steps involved
fixing the identified fault. The fault was corrected by adding
the necessary sequence control after which the system auto-
matically resumed its execution and resulted in the comple-
tion of the workflow. Final steps involved the execution of
necessary tests in order to verify that the fault was resolved.

3.1 Preliminary Findings
Table 1 sums up our preliminary findings from a user case study.
The table reports the debugging time by our user, of the replicated
fault-cases from the benchmark system against the time required
to debug the same fault in the original TrainTicket study. User in
our study had more than two years of industry experience with mi-
croservices development and had no prior knowledge of the faults.
However, the user went through elementary training of available de-
bugging support on Temporal. We note that by utilizing the mixture
of debugging capabilities offered by Temporal, the time required to
debug these fault cases was lesser than the overall time taken in the
original study. We also found that Temporal self-contains necessary
tools to support debugging and testing of the system, in comparison
to themicroservice-benchmark paper, which had to employ external
tools for the debugging process.

Consistent with the fault types in the original benchmark sys-
tem, we discuss how Temporal responded to each category of faults.
The faults in the benchmark system broadly fall into the categories:
Internal faults are caused as a result of implementation in the mi-
croservice itself. Interaction faults are caused as a result of inter-
actions between various microservices. Environment faults occur
as a result of misconfiguration of the infrastructure [24].

Temporal plays no significant role in the debugging of faults that
are internal in nature, as the cause of these faults mainly lies in
misinterpreted requirements and typically do not cause any failure
within the system. In the case of faults in interactionofmicroservices,
Temporal fully preserved the state of the execution. The execution
was resumed by Temporal automatically as soon as the bug was
resolved. Similarly, upon the occurrence of an environment fault due
to a service downtime or service unavailability, Temporal managed
to fully preserve the current execution state and resumed execution
as soon as the unavailable microservice came back up.
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Fault Description Type Overall Time (H) Overall Time Temporal (H)
Fl Lack of sequence control in asynchronus message delivery in cancelTicket process Interaction 13.6 2.4
F2 Network congestion in ticket reservation causes delivers requests in the wrong order Interaction 13.9 3.6
F3 Requests occupy larger memory than the available resources causing service unavailability Environment Failed 0.5
F4 SSL offloading in each microservice causes prolonged response time Environment Failed 0.4
F5 Incoming requests to basic info service exceed the available threadpool size causing a timeout Interaction 12.6 5.2
F6 Recursive errors in voucher service results in a large number of retries leading to a time out Interaction 5.9 6
F7 Call to charge amount during the ticket purchase process intermittently times out Interaction 12 5.3
F8 Missing request tokens during the ticket reservation process for VIP users leads to failure Interaction 12.2 4.8
F9 Words on UI have incorrect display alignment Internal 1.8 0.9
F10 Ticket reservation process makes incorrect API calls resulting in failure Interaction 10.6 6.1
F11 Amissing edge case causes intermittent lack of sequence control during the cancellation process resulting in failure Interaction 13.9 4.8
F12 A cancellation request to the order service for a locked station rejects any incoming requests resulting in failure Interaction 19.3 8.1
F13 A transmission delay in simultaneous requests by the same user over a short period of time puts the system in an inconsistent state Interaction 16 7.6
F14 Calculation of the price of a seat is wrong Internal 2.9 3
F15 A lengthy request body size results in nginx to block the request Environment 1.8 0.6
F16 Adding routes by file upload with a size bigger than the limit results in rejection of the file Environment 5.9 6.1
F17 Requesting voucher with a simulated load delay in sql results in a query timeout Internal 5.9 4.1
F18 Amissing null value check during the train selection process results in an error in getFood response Internal 3.4 3.9
F19 Display of package consignment prices in French is in wrong format Internal 0.7 0.7
F20 Mismatch in version of a common library versioning results in loading different versions of same data structure Environment 3.8 3.1
F21 Missing aria-labeled-by in verification code field in login results in poor accessibility Internal 1.6 1.5
F22 Amismatch of column name in the select and from part of an sql query results in empty results during voucher printing Internal 0.4 0.5

Table 1: Comparison of debugging times between original study and systemmapped into Temporal

4 RELATEDWORK
Microservices is one of the fastest-growing areas in software engi-
neering [4], however, there is limited high-quality research being
done in thefield.Hassanetal. [10] considereddesign trade-offs formi-
croservices along the dimensions of size/number and the global/local
non-functional requirement satisfaction. More recent work [9] has
focused onqualitative analysis of composingmicroservices by chore-
ography or orchestration. However, to the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to present a quantitative comparison of compositional
choices on a single benchmark. Zhou et al. [25] provide a good lit-
erature review of publicly available benchmarks of microservices
and informed our choice for TrainTicket. Debugging microservices
has gained much attention recently. Our work is highly inspired
by a detailed survey, benchmark and empirical study by Zhou et
al. [24]. They recorded experiences and processes of practitioners
of varied skill and experience levels, systematically recreated the
most common bugs experienced by practitioners and performed a
detailed study of commonly used debugging techniques and effort
required for each one of them. This became the basis of ourwork and
comparison. Heorhiadi et al. [12] provided a framework for system-
atic testing of failure handling capabilities of microservices. Service
call graphs, service usage logs, and attribute graphs have been used
recently [16, 23] for root cause analysis of anomaly detection and
debugging of availability issues. Temporal provides highly detailed
logs and call histories that can benefit from such analysis.

5 DISCUSSION
Choreography: Promise vs Reality: Loose service coupling and
strong cohesion in a choreographedmicroservices architecture seem
very promising for agility and fault tolerance. It makes adding and
removing services as simple as connecting or disconnecting a service
from an appropriate channel in the event broker. Loose coupling also
implies that choreography isolates microservices, such that if one
service fails, other services not dependent on it can carry on while
the issue is rectified. Choreographed, event-driven microservices
allow for development teams to operate more independently and
focus on their key services. Once these services have been created,
they are noweasily able to be shared between teams.However, teams
that have built larger systems learn that much technical debt is in-
curred in the process [17]. Process flows are “embedded” within the
code of multiple services. This replication of code is a headache for

maintenance. Also, there are tight coupling and assumptions around
input/output and other service level agreements that make it harder
to adapt to changing needs. Further, many critical system-level ques-
tions cannot be answered immediately, such as: “Howmuch are we
done with process X”?
ALesson fromHistory of Computing: In the early days of infor-
mation systems, practically everybody wrote their own data store
and spent a significant portion of their project time managing data
management code, which was cumbersome and error-prone [18]. It
was followed by standardized libraries andhierarchical systemsuntil
Codd presented the relational model of data [3], and Chamberlin
and Boyce introduced A Structured English Query Language [2]. We
envision that workflow engines will do for microservices what Rela-
tional Database Systems did for information systems. We argue that
workflow engines can relieve developers from focusing on low-level
distributedprogramming concerns (such as implementingACIDcon-
straints) and enable them to focus on implementing business logic.
Fault-oblivious Stateful Programming: Temporal Server han-
dles the durability, availability, and scalability of the application. In
terms of CAP theorem [7], each server instance is eventually avail-
able and highly consistent. In effect, Temporal Server provides a
durable virtualmemory perworkflow execution, that is not linked to
any specific process. It preserves the full application state (including
program stacks with local variables) across all kinds of software and
hardware-related failures. Temporal SDKbuilds on these capabilities
and enables users towrite their application code using the full power
of the programming language. Temporal ensures that a triggered
call will never fail, thus leading to the utility of long-running code
spanning over multiple days or evenmonths (let’s say a method that
needs to perform something after every 7 days).

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have ported the TrainTicket benchmark reflecting
typical faults of a microservice to a novel fault-oblivious stateful
workflow orchestration engine Temporal. We have used the repli-
cated faults to assess the time to debug the faults in orchestration-
based microservice implementation using Temporal’s Web UI that
supports stack tracingandvisual tracing.Weobserved thatorchestra-
tion makes debugging easier and faster. In the future, we plan to run
the presented study with more participants, port other benchmarks
to Temporal, and study its performance on availability issues.
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